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artCENTRAL and the Four State Photography Enthusiasts Present

All Creatures Great and Small

artCentral in Carthage Missouri has been serving art and artists for over 30 years. The Four State Photography
Enthusiasts will be exhibiting digital and film photographic works from several members throughout the galleries at
Hyde House from August 23 through September 22, 2019. artCentral - For the Love of Art!
Exhibition Site - artCentral is located at 1110 East 13th
Street at the Hyde House in Carthage MO. The FSPE
will be exhibiting in all gallery rooms at Hyde House.
Eligibility - All members of the FSPE are eligible to enter
their original photographic work in the exhibition as long
as it has never been previously on display at artCentral or
any of its satellite galleries.
Image Submission Guidelines - You may submit one to
four images via Dropbox, sharing the link to your folder
with Jane Ballard at fspeartcentral@gmail.com or you
may email them directly to that email address. Please
resize your entries to 1600 px on the long side in jpg
format for faster uploading. Name your images with your
last name and the title of the work - ie - Smith.MyPhoto.
jpg. Please do not watermark your images. Images
showing recognizable people must have model releases.
All submissions and entry fees MUST be received by
midnight on July 26, 2019. Submissions and entry fees
will be accepted until the gallery is full.
Entry Fee - There will be a $20 entry fee for your first
entry and $15 for up to three more entries for a total of
four entries ($35) per photographer maximum. Entry fees
are non-refundable. The gallery will be full when we
accept a maximum of 40 images for the exhibit. There
will be a minimal jurying process just to make sure the
images are sharp and suitable for the gallery exhibit.
Payment Submission - Please pay your corresponding
entry fees via PayPal to jane@janeballard.com using the
“Send to Friends and Family” option so there are no fees.
Liability - All artwork will be handled with the utmost
care, but neither Jane Ballard nor artCentral or its assigns
will assume any responsibility for any damage or loss of
your images. All work not picked up at the end of the
exhibit at the designated time will incur a $5 per day
storage fee and placed in storage at the artist’s risk.

Theme for the Exhibit -Following artCentral’s Art Camp
for kids, the theme of the exhibit is “All Creatures Great
and Small” - furried and feathered and scaled and every
other kind of creature. Macros, group shots, creature
portraits, wildlife, pets, reptiles, amphibians - creatures of
all sizes, shapes, colors, number of legs, furry, feathery,
scaly, shelled, varmints, critters, vermin, whatever! Be
sure they are family friendly.
Image Display Guidelines - Images may be printed on
any medium, matted and framed (as needed) and MUST
be wired for hanging.
If we can line up a couple of sponsors for the exhibit,
there may be prize money for the top two or three images
in the exhibit as chosen by artCentral’s curator, but that
will be up to future determination.
Sales - You may price your images to sell during the
exhibition. Please remember that artCentral will retain
25% commission from the sales price, so price your
images accordingly. The images will remain on display
during the duration of the exhibit and may not be picked
up by either the artist or the buyer during that time.
Timeline for the 2019 events July 26 - Deadline for submitting entries and
		
payment is Midnight
July 27 - Aug 17 - you will have time to print and
		
frame your images
August 18 - Delivery day for the images - 1-2 pm
August 23 - Opening reception - 6-8 pm
September 22 - Last Day of the exhibit - Pick up
		
your images today between 1-4 pm
For more information, please contact Jane Ballard at
fspeartcentral@gmail.com

